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I feel privileged to have Prof. Jameson 
in my academic genealogy
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A. Jameson. Computational aerodynamics for aircraft design. Science, 245:361–371, 1989.

Prof. Jameson, thank you for teaching me about 
the adjoint method…



…and for showing me what adjoint-based 
optimization can achieve

Jameson, Martinelli, and Pierce. Optimum aerodynamic design using the Navier–Stokes equations. 
Theoretical and Computational Fluid Dynamics, 10(1–4):213–237, 1998



For my PhD thesis, I combined
ideas from two research streams

Adjoint-based aerodynamic 
shape optimization

MDO of aircraft 
configurations

Reuther, Jameson, Alonso, Rimlinger, and Saunders. 
Constrained multipoint aerodynamic shape optimization 
using an adjoint formulation and parallel computers, 
(parts 1 and 2). Journal of Aircraft,1999.

Wakayama and Kroo. Subsonic wing planform design using 
multidisciplinary optimization. Journal of Aircraft,1995.



State of the art in aircraft MDO is many disciplines 
with low fidelity, or one or two with high fidelity



I wanted to do MDO with two or more high-fidelity 
disciplines, starting with aerodynamics and structures



Sobieski’s “global sensitivity equations” provided 
the inspiration for the coupled adjoint method

Sobieszczanski-Sobieski. Sensitivity of complex, internally 
coupled systems. AIAA Journal,1990.

Martins, Alonso, and Reuther. A coupled-adjoint sensitivity 
analysis method for high-fidelity aero-structural design. 
Optimization and Engineering, 2005

Residual direct

Functional direct Functional adjoint

Residual adjoint



My FLO82 notes
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First high-fidelity implementation was done with 
syn107-mb and in-house FEM, all in Fortran

Martins, Alonso, and Reuther. High-fidelity aerostructural design optimization of a supersonic business jet. 
Journal of Aircraft, 2004

https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/1.11478


I selected Python to implement a second version 
of the aerostructural optimization framework

PhD defense and University of Toronto interview, 2002
Peterson, Martins, and Alonso. Fortran to Python interface 
generator with an application to aerospace engineering. 
Proceedings of the 9th International Python Conference, 2001.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/228769730_Fortran_to_Python_interface_generator_with_an_application_to_aerospace_engineering


I got an offer for a faculty position at the 
University of Toronto in the last year of my PhD

Quite frankly, you’d be stupid not to take this job.



Developing the second version of the framework 
(MACH) took a long time

Kenway, Mader, He, and Martins. Effective adjoint 
approaches for computational fluid dynamics. 
Progress in Aerospace Sciences, 2019‣ Aerodynamics

‣ Structures

‣ Coupled adjoint

‣ First application

Kennedy and Martins. A parallel finite-element 
framework for large-scale gradient-based design 
optimization of high-performance structures. 
Finite Elements in Analysis and Design, 2014

Kenway, Kennedy, and Martins. Scalable parallel 
approach for high-fidelity steady-state 
aeroelastic analysis and derivative 
computations. AIAA Journal, 2014

Kenway and Martins. Multipoint high-fidelity 
aerostructural optimization of a transport aircraft 
configuration. Journal of Aircraft, 2014

pyLayout

Automatic parametric wing-box like structure generation
Outer-mould line and structure description required
Sets structure directly in memory in TACS

G. Kenway, UTIAS CAD-Free High-Fidelity Optimization September 14th,2010 8/23

http://mdolab.engin.umich.edu/content/scalable-parallel-approach-aeroelastic-analysis-and-derivative
http://mdolab.engin.umich.edu/content/scalable-parallel-approach-aeroelastic-analysis-and-derivative
http://mdolab.engin.umich.edu/content/scalable-parallel-approach-aeroelastic-analysis-and-derivative
http://mdolab.engin.umich.edu/content/scalable-parallel-approach-aeroelastic-analysis-and-derivative


The coupled adjoint scales a lot better than 
before thanks to fully analytic partial derivatives

number of blocks, this behavior would not be observed. The total-
derivative time includes the calculation of all partial-derivative terms
in the total-derivative equation.
It is instructive to examine how the convergence characteristics of

the nonlinear aerostructural solution and linear adjoint solutions
change as the size of the computation increases by nearly two orders
of magnitude. Figure 7 shows the nonlinear convergence, and Fig. 8
shows the adjoint convergence.
For both the level-1 and level-2 meshes, convergence to 10!6 is

achieved in approximately the same number of iterations (16 and 19,
respectively), whereas engineering accuracy (10!3) for the lift-to-
drag ratio is achieved in approximately 10 iterations. However, the
level-3 solution requires 36 iterations, and engineering accuracy is
not achieved until iteration 20.
Moving from mesh level 2 to 3, the number of NLBGS iterations

doubles, but thewall time increases by a factor of 4.3. Because a fixed
aerodynamic forcing tolerance is used, each iteration is also more
costly on the larger mesh. The performance for the coupled adjoint
solution is similar. In this case, the cost of each iteration is similar
for all three mesh levels, such that the number of iterations required
for convergence in Fig. 8 is representative of the overall solution
time. All of the adjoint solutions use the same aerodynamic
preconditioning settings, ILU(1) and additive Schwartz(1), resulting
in nearly constant memory usage across the mesh levels. For mesh
level 3, faster convergence times can be achieved by using stronger
preconditioning, which reduces the condition number of the
preconditioned system.

E. Design Variable Scalability

The main advantage of using the coupled adjoint method to
compute the gradients of the functions of interest is that the
computational cost is theoretically independent of the number of
design variables. However, as described in Sec. III.B, careful
implementation of the partial-derivative terms "I#"x, "A#"x, and
"S#"x in the total-derivative equation (15) is required to ensure that
the computational cost is practically independent of the number of
design variables.
We now consider the time required to compute the gradient of CL

with respect to thousands of design variables. The design variables
are distributed according to Table 8 and contain both global
geometric variables and local variables.
We compare the computational time required to compute the

gradient for the coupled adjoint method and for first-order finite
differences. The level-2 discretization is used, and the computational
time is normalized by the time required for a single aerostructural
solution. The results are shown in Fig. 9.
We expect the cost of finite differencing to be linearly dependent

on the number of design variables. However, the slope is not equal
to one but is significantly lower, because the solution for each

design-variable perturbation uses the previous solution as a starting
point, and it is closer to the converged state than a uniform-flow field
solution. For each additional design variable, finite differencing
requires a time equivalent to 23% of an aerostructural solution,
resulting in a slope of 0.23.
The coupled adjoint method exhibits an extremely small slope.

The main contributor to this slope is the design-variable-dependent
load transfer, which requires a synchronous data transfer for each
geometric design variable. Nevertheless, each additional design
variable requires only 0.005% of the aerostructural solution time.
It is worth comparing the current results with the previous work of

Martins et al. [27]. In that work, the coupled adjoint cost was found to
scalewith the number of design variables according to 3.4! 0.01Nx.
Because the constant term in the equation includes the aerostructural
solution, the coupled adjoint solution had a baseline cost of 2.4. The
present method scales according to 1.67! 5 ! 10!5Nx, as indicated
in Fig. 9. This corresponds to a baseline cost for the coupled adjoint of
0.67, i.e., a 72% reduction relative to the previous implementation.
This is primarily due to the elimination of the finite differencing that
was used to compute the off-diagonal coupled adjoint terms. This
improvement is even more significant in absolute terms because the
aerostructural solution of the new implementation is also much more
efficient. Additionally, the slope in the dependency on the number of
design variables has been reduced by over two orders of magnitude.
This is achieved by eliminating the use of finite difference derivatives
in the total-derivative equation (15).
We have shown that the new implementation of the coupled

adjoint method exhibits extremely good design-variable scaling.
The coupled computational cost can be considered practically
independent of the number of design variables, and it is now feasible
to compute coupled gradients with respect to thousands of design
variables.

V. Conclusions
Strategies for the analysis and derivative computation of high-

fidelity aerostructural systems have been presented. Two methods
were implemented for solving the nonlinear aerostructural systems:
a block Gauss–Seidel method with Aitken acceleration and a fully
CNK approach. Both methods performed well on the present
problem of interest, with the latter method typically requiring 10%
less computational time than the former. With the proposed CNK
approach, a typical aerostructural solution with 2 ! 106 CFD cells

Table 8 Design variables

Description Quantity
Global variables

Span 1
Sweep 1
Chord 3
Twist 5
Shape 4818

Aerodynamic variables
Angle of attack 1
Tail rotation 1

Structural variables
Upper skin 54
Lower skin 54
Upper stringers 54
Lower stringers 54
Ribs 18
Rib stiffeners 18
Spars 36
Total 5120
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Fig. 9 Gradient evaluation cost for first-order finite differencing and
the coupled adjoint method vs number of design variables; one unit of
normalized time corresponds to one aerostructural solution.

KENWAY, KENNEDY, AND MARTINS 15

Kenway, Kennedy, and Martins. Scalable parallel approach 
for high-fidelity steady-state aeroelastic analysis and 
derivative computations. AIAA Journal, 2014

Martins, Alonso, and Reuther. A coupled-adjoint 
sensitivity analysis method for high-fidelity aero-
structural design. Optimization and Engineering, 2005

https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/full/10.2514/1.J052255
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1023/B:OPTE.0000048536.47956.62


NASA-Michigan undeformed Common Research Model (uCRM) 

Let’s do aerostructural optimization!

Kenway and Martins. High-fidelity aerostructural optimization considering buffet onset, AIAA 2015-2790

https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/6.2015-2790


Optimize 973 “aerodynamic” and 
structural sizing design variables



The coupled adjoint enabled us to perform 
high-fidelity aerostructural optimization (again)

Kenway and Martins. Multipoint high-fidelity aerostructural optimization of a transport aircraft configuration. 
Journal of Aircraft, 2014

https://youtu.be/b-DbEmq_hVw
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/full/10.2514/1.C032150


My visualizations were inspired by COMPLOT, 
which I had used in my thesis 

Jameson, Martinelli, and Pierce. Optimum aerodynamic design using the Navier–Stokes equations. 
Theoretical and Computational Fluid Dynamics, 10(1–4):213–237, 1998



The aerodynamic shape optimization part of
the MACH framework is now open source

pyGeo IDWarp ADflow
OpenFOAM + DAFoam

pyOptSparse

http://mdolab.engin.umich.edu/docs/machFramework/MACH-Aero.html
OpenVSP

https://github.com/mdolab/MACH-Aero

http://mdolab.engin.umich.edu/docs/machFramework/MACH-Aero.html
https://github.com/mdolab/MACH-Aero


ADflow is a RANS solver that includes an adjoint 
method for efficient derivative computation
‣ Parallel, finite-volume, cell-

centered, overset, solver for RANS 
equations

‣ Approximate Newton–Krylov 
method for speed and robustness

‣ Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model

‣ Discrete adjoint developed using 
automatic differentiation (AD) to 
evaluate partial derivatives

‣ Full-turbulence adjoint 
Yildirim, Kenway, Mader, and Martins. A Jacobian-free approximate 
Newton–Krylov startup strategy for RANS simulations. Journal of 
Computational Physics, 2019

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0021999119304255


ANK is extremely robust

CRM at 90 deg and M=0.85



Optimizing an airfoil starting from a circle



Optimizations often  try intermediate crazy designs

He, Li, Mader, Yildirim, Martins. Robust aerodynamic shape optimization—from a circle to an airfoil. 
Aerospace Science and Technology, 2019

http://mdolab.engin.umich.edu/content/robust-aerodynamic-shape-optimization%E2%80%93-circle-airfoil


Can we optimize from a sphere to a wing?

Brelje, Anibal, Yildirim, Mader, and Martins. Flexible formulation of spatial integration constraints in aerodynamic shape optimization. 
AIAA 2019-2355.

https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/6.2019-2355


Aerodynamic Design Optimization Discussion 
Group benchmark cases

Martins. Perspectives on aerodynamic design optimization. AIAA 2020-0043.

https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/6.2020-0043


Two very different starting points: 
CRM baseline vs. NACA0012 airfoil with no twist

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBqJPDX8P9c&feature=youtu.be


Now, let’s start with an even worse design!

‣ Fuselage and tail are deleted from original CRM.

‣ Root is 

‣ A series of ASO results of the CRM wings for 
Aerodynamic Design Optimization Workshop are 
presented.

‣ RANS optimized results are significantly different 
from Euler results.

‣ Efficient RANS adjoint implementation allows 
reasonable computational time.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nuC-3X7Uxmc


Multiple random starting 
points in Case 2 
converge to the same 
airfoil shape, so the 
design space is most 
likely unimodal

He, Li, Mader, Yildirim, Martins. Robust 
aerodynamic shape optimization—from 
a circle to an airfoil. Aerospace Science 
and Technology, 2019

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1270963818319072


1.It is impossible to prove that we have found 
the global optimum.

2.We only need to find a second local 
minimum to disprove it.

Therefore:
An optimum should be assumed to be the 
global one until proven otherwise

“How do you know that you found the 
global minimum?”

Martins. Perspectives on aerodynamic design optimization. AIAA 2020-0043.

https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/6.2020-0043


“Have you considered using a global optimizer 
like a genetic algorithm?”



Applications of  MACH beyond ADODG

Martins. Perspectives on aerodynamic design optimization. AIAA 2020-0043.

https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/6.2020-0043


Unification of methods for derivatives 
computation, including the adjoint method

Martins and Hwang. Review and unification of methods for computing 
derivatives of multidisciplinary computational models. AIAA Journal, 2013

Unified derivatives equation

https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/full/10.2514/1.J052184


A satellite MDO problem provided the catalyst to 
an UDE-inspired framework modular analysis and 
unified derivatives (MAUD) 

Hwang, Lee, Cutler, and Martins. Large-scale multidisciplinary 
optimization of a small satellite’s design and operation. Journal of 
Spacecraft and Rockets, 2014

Hwang and Martins. A computational architecture for 
coupling heterogeneous numerical models and 
computing coupled derivatives. ACM Transactions on 
Mathematical Software, 2018
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https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/full/10.2514/1.A32751
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3182393


NASA implemented MAUD in OpenMDAO v2

Gray, Hwang, Martins, Moore, and Naylor. OpenMDAO: An open- source framework for multidisciplinary design, analysis, and 
optimization. Structural and Multidisciplinary Optimization, 2019

OpenMDAO facilitates the coupling 
of models and coupled adjoint 
implementation

OpenMDAO applications

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00158-019-02211-z


I have been inspired by Prof. Jameson’s 
enormous impact on aircraft design



Don’t take  
yourself too 
seriously.

Thank 
you!


